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Carolyn M. Chase

From: Joe Kunzler <growlernoise@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, March 20, 2015 4:49 PM
To: Carolyn M. Chase
Subject: Comments on new Maintenance, Operations, and Administrative base for SKAT

20 March 2015 
 
Carolyn Chase 
Skagit Transit Planner 
 
Dear Ms. Chase; 
 
Josef “Joe” A. Kunzler submitting acute comments on the SKAT proposed new Maintenance, Operations, and
Administrative base facility.  Here goes: 
 

1. I strongly prefer the Westar Lane or Higgins Airport Way sites over any other site.  It is vital to those with limited
mobility (e.g. seniors, the disabled) who reside in a volcanic floodplain (see www.SkagitRiverHistory.com) that 
buses always be available for evacuation duty, not stranded in the volcanic floodplain if and sadly when the time 
comes to conduct a mass evacuation.  I studied up on Hurricane Katrina where buses kept in the floodplain were
rendered unusable, thereby stranding many New Orleans taxpayers of low income after the levees breeched.  Not 
to mention, buses don’t come cheap and the more rebuilding dollars that can be redirected towards floodplain
management & proper rebuilding (out of the volcanic floodplain) instead of infrastructure replacement the better.

 
2. I am all for Skagit Transit building a modern Maintenance, Operations, and Administrative base facility since the

current one is ineffective and well within a volcanic floodplain.  I am against a “Taj Majal” Island Transit-esque 
facility that is more about artwork and aesthetics than cost-efficient mission capable utility.  Why?!?  As a keen 
observer of Island Transit’s fiscal fiasco, it is widely perceived that when the Island Transit management got too 
focused on Island Transit’s Maintenance, Operations, and Administrative base facility’s construction than on
guarding the transit’s fiscal house things went tragically sour for both.  So please pardon Skagit Transit’s
appreciative fan if I’m nervous for Skagit Transit’s rock-solid, knock-on-wood fiscal reputation and I’ll stop there 
with my acute commentary. 
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